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Recent legislative updates 

 

 

Country summaries 
For a more comprehensive discussion, please 
see Country Discussions starting on page 2. 

Australia 

Draft legislation removes capital gains tax 
discount for foreign and temporary residents 

Under the existing legislation, an individual 
may reduce the amount of taxable capital gains 

by a 50% discount prior to being included in 
their assessable income if the asset has been 
held for more than 12 months. An Exposure 
Draft of legislation for public consultation has 
been released by the Assistant Treasurer, 
proposing to remove the 50% capital gain tax 
(CGT) discount concession for foreign and 
temporary residents who dispose of assets 
after May 8, 2012. 
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Discounted CEP Exam Registration 

PwC has been a long time supporter of the Certified Equity Professional Institute (CEPI) at Santa 
Clara University. The CEPI offers the certification standard for the equity compensation industry, a 
three-level, self study, distance learning program in the technical regulatory issues affecting equity 
compensation.   

PwC is on the CEPI Advisory Board. As such, the CEPI is extending a discount to our clients. This 
opportunity will save you $200* on new exam registration fees (normally $1,295 for US registrations, 
$1,495 for non-US) for the June 8, 2013 exam.   

Visit the website at cepi.scu.edu for more information on the exam and certification process. To take 
advantage of this discount offer, contact the CEPI at (408) 554-2187 or cepi@scu.edu. Registration 
closes April 26, 2013. 

This month's issue addresses recent tax and legal changes in various jurisdictions, such as: 

 Australia—Draft legislation removes capital gains tax discount for foreign and temporary 
residents 

 France—Update on tax treatment applicable to 'qualified' stock options and free shares granted 
from September 28, 2012 

 United Kingdom—Impact of 2013 Budget for employers and employees 

http://www.scu.edu/business/cepi/
mailto:cepi@scu.edu
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France 

Update on tax treatment applicable to 'qualified' stock options and free shares 
granted from September 28, 2012 

As detailed in our February Update, the French Parliament passed a number of 
measures which affect the tax treatment of 'qualified' stock options and free shares. 
For qualified stock options and free shares granted before September 28, 2012, the 
tax and social security treatment remains unchanged, however, a number of changes 
apply to qualified stock option and free share grants after September 28, 2012. PwC 
France has provided clarification on the tax and social security treatment applicable 
to qualified awards granted after September 28, 2012.  

United Kingdom 

Impact of 2013 Budget for employers and employees  

Changes have been announced to the proposed 'employee shareholder' relief, under 
which employees may choose to give up certain employment rights in return for free 
shares, to make the regime more attractive from an income tax and NIC (National 
Insurance Contributions) perspective.  In addition, a new penalty regime will be 
introduced to support the introduction of Real Time Information for PAYE and NIC. 
For share plans, the change will increase the importance of ensuring compliance at 
the time of the tax point, as opposed to at the time of the annual reporting.  

Country discussions 

Australia 
Draft legislation removes capital gains tax discount for foreign and temporary 
residents 

Under the existing legislation, an individual may reduce the amount of taxable capital 
gains by a 50% discount prior to being included in their assessable income if the asset 
has been held for more than 12 months.  On March 8, 2013, an Exposure Draft of 
legislation for public consultation was released by the Assistant Treasurer, proposing 
to remove the 50% capital gain tax (CGT) discount concession for foreign and 
temporary residents who dispose of assets after May 8, 2012.  

Generally, foreign and temporary residents are only subject to capital gains on taxable 
Australian property, which includes residential and commercial real estate and 
mining assets. The proposed amendments apportion the applicable discount 
percentage to ensure that the full 50% CGT discount is only available for periods that 
an asset was held: prior to May 9, 2012, or after May 8, 2012 during which the 
individual was an Australian resident.  

Although these proposed changes do not directly affect individuals participating in 
equity plans, the changes may be relevant to foreign resident and temporary resident 
individuals holding shares acquired from employee equity arrangements where the 
shares are subject to Australian CGT legislation. 

Please refer to PwC's Australia Global Watch for additional details regarding the 
proposed changes. 

France 
Update on tax treatment applicable to 'qualified' stock options and free shares 
granted from September 28, 2012 

The Finance Act which was enacted on December 29, 2012 updated the income and 
social tax treatment applicable to 'qualified' stock options and free shares. For 
qualified stock options and free shares granted before September 28, 2012, the tax 
and social security treatment remains unchanged.  
 
 

http://www.publications.pwc.com/DisplayFile.aspx?Attachmentid=6563&Mailinstanceid=27477
http://www.publications.pwc.com/DisplayFile.aspx?Attachmentid=6564&Mailinstanceid=27477
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However, for qualified grants from September 28, 2012 some of the major changes 
include the following: 
 

 the 18%, 30% or 41% flat rates are no longer applicable 

 rate changes for social surtaxes 

 the employee contribution rate should remain at 10% 

 holding period for the stock options is no longer required 

 modification of the tax regime applicable to capital gains. 

Under the new regime, the maximum marginal tax rate applicable to gains resulting 
from stock options and free shares within the framework of this new regime (for 
grants realized as from September 28, 2012 only) is 64.5%. The 64.5% rate is 
composed of (1) the 45% marginal tax rate, (2) the 4% exceptional income tax for high 
income, (3) the 10% employee contribution and (4) the CSG and the CRDS at a global 
rate of 8% (out of which 5.1% is tax deductible). 

Some additional amendments to this new regime may occur, notably on the employee 
contribution and on the conditions to benefit from social charges exemption (holding 
periods).  

A careful review of the plan rules implemented by foreign issuing companies is 
recommended within the framework of grants made to the French participants, in 
order to assess the tax and social charges impacts of these grants.  We direct you to 
PwC's France Alert for more information. 

United Kingdom 
Impact of 2013 Budget for employers and employees 

Employee shareholder status 
Changes have been announced to the proposed 'employee shareholder' relief, under 
which employees may choose to give up certain employment rights in return for free 
shares, to make the regime more attractive from an income tax and NIC (National 
Insurance Contributions) perspective.  

No income tax or NIC charge will arise on the first £2,000 of the shares acquired 
under the regime. It was also confirmed that up to £50,000 of shares (valued at the 
date of acquisition) will be exempt from capital gains on disposal. The shares must be 
fully paid up, but may be restricted, with the restrictions reducing their value. 

The tax provisions, as well as the legislation on the new status, will apply from 
September 1, 2013. 

Real time information for PAYE and NIC 
A new penalty regime will be introduced to support the introduction of Real Time 
Information for PAYE and NIC. For share plans, the change will increase the 
importance of ensuring compliance at the time of the tax point, as opposed to at the 
time of the annual reporting.  

In particular, the change will provide additional focus to the tax treatment of 
expatriates, given the additional payroll complexities which arise around their 
remuneration structures. It will be key for employers to make an assessment of the 
employees' tax residence under the new statutory residence test (the legislation on the 
statutory residence test is due to be announced very shortly, but no major changes are 
expected from the current draft). 

Under the new regime, the size of penalties will depend on the number of late 
payments relating to each tax year. The legislation will be introduced in the Finance 
Bill 2013 and the new penalties regime is intended to apply from April 6, 2014. 

 

 

http://www.publications.pwc.com/DisplayFile.aspx?Attachmentid=6565&Mailinstanceid=27477
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Let's talk 
For more information about any of these developments, please feel free to contact any 
of our team members listed below. 
 

Bill Dunn (Partner), Philadelphia, PA 

+1 (267) 330-6105 

william.j.dunn@us.pwc.com 

AmyLynn Flood (Partner), Philadelphia, PA 

+1 (267) 330-6274 

amy.lynn.flood@us.pwc.com 

Kerri McKenna, Philadelphia, PA 

+1 (267) 330-1723 

kerri.l.mckenna@us.pwc.com 

Michael Shapson, Philadelphia, PA 

+1 (267) 330-2114 

michael.j.shapson@us.pwc.com 

Heather Royce, Stamford, CT 

+1 (203) 539-4210 

heather.royce@us.pwc.com 

Aldona Gorman, Los Angeles, CA 

+1 (213) 356-6127 

aldona.n.gorman@us.pwc.com 

Parmjit Sandhu, New York, NY 

+1 (646) 471-0819 

parmjit.k.sandhu@us.pwc.com 

Ari Solomon, New York, NY 

+1 (646) 471-8477 

ari.solomon@us.pwc.com 

Gemma Smith, New York, NY 

+1 (646) 471-6623 

gemma.a.x.smith@us.pwc.com 

Anne Roest, Chicago, IL 

+1 (312) 298-2646 

anne.l.roest@us.pwc.com 

Paras Sarvia, Chicago, IL 

+1 (312) 298-4520 

paras.sarvia@us.pwc.com 

Julie Rumberger, San Jose, CA/ 
San Francisco, CA 

+1 (408) 817-4460 

julie.rumberger@us.pwc.com 

Jennifer George, San Jose, CA/ 
San Francisco, CA 

+1 (408) 817-4370 

jennifer.b.george@us.pwc.com 

Karolyn Sadowski* 
*currently seconded to Zurich, Switzerland 

+1 (267) 330-1935 

karolyn.sadowski@us.pwc.com 
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SOLICITATION 
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